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１ 
(1) (A) [ whether to / subject / him / to / more experimental / treatments ] 
 

(F) [ turn / the cancer paradigm / from / chasing / the last cell / to / finding / the first ] 
[ turn / the cancer paradigm / from / finding / the last cell / to / chasing / the first ] [減点対象] 

 
(I) [ after / we / have caught / the cells / will / we / be / able to ] 

 
(2) (B) address   (C) taken   (E) pressing   (G) caught   
 

(3)  (e)  

 
(4) This feat refers to the first cancer cell breaking the code and becoming immortal. (9 words) 
 
・This feat refers to the first cell’s becoming immortal via/by/through breaking the code.  

(9 words) 
 

・This feat refers to breaking the code by the first cell to become immortal. (10 words) 
 

(breaking code / becoming immortal があることが必須) 
 

(5) ① (d)    ② (b)    ③ (e) 
 

(6) (a) stressful environment /poisonous micro-environment 
(b) hijacking  
(c) blood cells / blood macrophages / macrophages 
(d) chromosomes  

 
(7)  (b)   (d)  (e) 

 
 

 



２ 
(1)(A) (e)     (F) (d) 

 

(2) [B] (e)   [D] (b)    [E] (c) 
 
(3) Clemons expects / YouMeWe’s / emphasis / on / teaching / digital expertise / will / lift / these 

children / out of / poverty.   
 

(4) (a) ‘The only consistency’ means that unlike at institutional homes, the same 

staff/volunteers/people continue taking care of the children at YouMeWe throughout 

their adolescence. 

‘The only consistency’ means that unlike at institutional homes, the children have the 

same staff at YouMeWe throughout their adolescence. 
 

(b) Some children find it easy to go back to YouMeWe (or the NPO) for help because 
they have known the staff/volunteers/people working there since childhood/they were 
children. 

 
The consistency enables some of the children to return to YouMeWe for support as 
adults because they learned they could rely on the organization for reliable advice 
when they were younger. 

(5) 
Three things about Clemons and his NPO interest me most. One is Clemons’ belief 

that institutionalized children are assets to society like other children. This belief underlies 
his educational practices for the institutionalized children. Another impressive point is that 
YouMeWe gives career-oriented programs to the children, such as teaching computer 
skills and financial literacy, offering Designing Artists Academy, and letting the children 
use a career assessment tool. I think these activities are based on a very practical and 
realistic notion of education, and therefore are useful for the children to explore their own 
future careers. Still another is the importance of the continuous attention and love the 
children receive from YouMeWe staff members. I believe this can enable them to be 
resilient in difficult times in their lives. 

What is most important for the futures of institutionalized children? I think we need 
to discuss at least two issues. First, the government should develop more financial aid for 
care leavers, for instance, distribution of scholarships. Second, it is necessary for us to 
explore the social conditions with which society might be able to reduce incidences of 
such serious problems as child abuse and neglect. I think both are difficult to put into 

 



practice, and thus it is also of great importance whether and how the children and care 
leavers can indomitably develop their own lives themselves. Again, here continuous 
attention and love are important for them, as shown through YouMeWe’s practices.      
(252 words) 
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